The influence of experimental parameters on quantitative deuterium measurements for ethyl alcohols of different origin.
Quantitative determinations by the means of Site-Specific Natural Isotope Fractionation Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (SNIF-NMR) have been widely exploited in detecting adulteration and for classification of natural product by their geographical origin. In this work, we compare the isotopic parameters such as D/H site specific ratios and R parameter for alcoholic beverages obtained using: (1) spectrometer 500 MHz equipped with a dedicated probe for isotopic measurements and (2) spectrometer 700 MHz equipped with a standard probe. The factors affecting the accuracy and precision of quantitative NMR on the second instrument have been explored. It has been demonstrated that in laboratories with a spectrometer not equipped with a specific deuterium probe the selection of the appropriate experimental parameters enables such measurements with a similar precision and accuracy as in the case of official method adopted by the International Organization of Vine and Wine. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.